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Conference Topics:

Materials and devices:
• Molecular architectures
• Semiconductors
• Plasmonics
• Photonic nanowires
• Photonic crystals
• Metamaterials
• Theory and modeling of nanophotonic devices
• Sources and detectors

Nanofabrication methods:
• Novel fabrication methods
• Nanoimprint technology
• Chemical growth
• Self assembly
• Laser direct writing
• Holographic interference lithography
• Etching techniques

Nanoscale imaging and characterization:
• Emerging nanoscale optical imaging schemes and applications
• Near-field optical microscope
• Plasmonic enhancement of resolving power
• Polarization signatures
• Optical superresolution
• Scientific and industrial research applications
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Important Dates:
Abstract submission: March 2, 2007
Abstract acceptance date: April 2, 2007

Publications:
Selected submissions will be published in the Chinese Optics Letters (COL). COL is an EI-indexed journal in English and is included in the Optics InfoBase by the OSA.